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Entering a Marriage

 marriage…

 …has been around as an institution for thousands of 

years

 …is a romantic event

 …is a highly personal event

 …but, it’s also a legal event



Essential Requirements for Marriage

 6 main requirements for marriage:

 mental capacity to marry

 freedom of consent

 age of consent

 absence of a prohibited relationship

 prior marriages

 sexual capacity



Essential Requirements for Marriage 

(continued)

 mental capacity to marry

 mental capacity

 …is one’s ability to understand the nature of one’s actions 

and to voluntarily enter into a contract

 …must exist at time marriage took place

 …includes issues of illness, drugs, alcohol



Essential Requirements for Marriage 

(continued)

 freedom of consent

 consent

 …agree to enter a marriage willingly

 under duress

 …being forced into marriage through fear

 not valid consent

 mistake

 …confusion or error about the identity of the person 

someone is marrying or about the purpose of the ceremony

 not valid consent



Essential Requirements of Marriage 

(continued)

 age of consent

 in BC…

 …16 with parents’ consent

 …19 otherwise

 absence of a prohibited relationship

 potential spouses cannot be too closely related

 consanguinity

 …relationship by blood

 affinity

 …relationship through marriage



Essential Requirements of Marriage 

(continued)

 prior marriages

 …may be married to only one person at a time

 monogamy

 …being married to one person

 polygamy (criminal offence)

 …being married to more than one person at a time

 bigamy

 …being married to two people at the same time

 previous marriages ended via…

 …annulment, divorce, death

 annulment

 …declaration by the Court that a marriage never existed



Essential Requirements of Marriage 

(continued)

 sexual capacity

 consummation

 …legally validating a marriage through sexual intercourse 

between spouses

 …inability (physical or psychological) to consummate 

marriage may result in marriage being annulled



Formal Requirements for Marriage

 marriage license

 …legal document authorizing two people to marry

 marriage ceremony

 must include:

 …two witnesses aged 18+

 …ceremony conducted by authorized person

 …each party states that there are no impediments on 

marriage

 …each party takes other as “lawfully wedded” 

husband/wife

 …person doing ceremony must pronounce “husband & wife”



Families Today

 family unit changing over past 50 years

 ‘traditional’ family

 father – primary bread winner

 mother – stay at home – raise kids

 2+ kids



Families Today (continued)

 today…family units may look like:

 single-parent families

 blended families

 extended families

 common-law relationships

 same-sex couples



Cohabitation

 cohabitation

 common-law relationship

 …is an intimate relationship between two individuals who 

are not legally married

 cohabitation

 …is the legal description of two people involved in a 

common-law relationship

 common-law partners don’t have same level of legal 

status as married partners, but it’s getting closer all of 

the time



Cohabitation (continued)

 there are now legal options for cohabiting couples 

to establish their rights & responsibilities

 domestic contract

 …is a legal agreement that defines rights and obligations  

of married or cohabiting partners

 cohabiting agreement

 …is a domestic contract that sets out the rights and 

obligations of both partners

 marriage contract

 …is a domestic contract that deals with specific aspects of 

the marriage, including the division of property in the event 

of a divorce, separation, or death



Redefining Marriage

 historical common-law definition of marriage

 …was a union between a man and a woman

 now

 …since Civil Marriage Act (2005), marriage defined as 

‘voluntary union for life of two persons’

 …same-sex marriages are legal in Canada

 …but no religious institutions may be forced to perform 

same-sex marriages if against their religious beliefs



Ending a Marriage

 remaining married, but living apart

 separation agreement

 …is a domestic contract that sets out the terms and 

conditions of the separation, dealing with issues such as 

support payments and division of property



Ending a Marriage (continued)

 divorce

 divorce

 …is the legal termination of a marriage

 divorce initiated via application for divorce

 …is a document providing reasons for the divorce and 

arrangements for support payments and child custody

 applicant

 …is the person seeking a divorce

 respondent

 …is the spouse being sued for divorce



 divorce (continued)

 divorce cases decided by judge of Superior Court of 

Justice

 …most cases don’t go to trial – decisions rendered based 

on submitted documents

 certificate of divorce

 …is the legal document that terminates a marriage

 why divorce is granted

 …courts today less concerned about why marriage has 

broken down – but if it has in fact broken down

Ending a Marriage (continued)



Ending a Marriage (continued)

 marriage breakdown

 marriage breakdown

 …is the only grounds for divorce since Divorce Act (1985)

 …is established if spouses live apart for 1+ years, one 
spouse commits adultery, or one spouse has been physically 
or mentally abusive

 living separate and apart

 may even be in same home

 adultery & cruelty

 cruelty may include physical, mental, financial, or sexual

 collusion…

 …is an agreement between spouses to lie or deceive the 
Court in order to obtain a divorce


